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Abstract 

The CD complexity of a string x is the length of the short· 
est polynomial time program which accepts only the string 
x. The language compression problem consists of giving an 
upper bound on the CDA::;n complexity of all strings x in 
some set A.. The best known upper bound for this problem 
is 2log(l!ASn!I) + O(log(n)), due to Buhrman and Fort
now. We show that the constant factor 2 in this bound is 
optimal. We also give new bounds for a certain kind of ran
dom sets R ~ {O, 1 r. for which we show an upper bound 
oflog(!!RS"!I) + O(log(n)). 

1 Introduction 

Kolmogorov complexity is a notion that measures the 
amount of regularity in a finite string. It has turned out to be 
a very useful tool in theoretical computer science. A simple 
counting argument showing that for each length there exist 
random strings, i.e. strings with no regularity, has had many 
applications (see [LV97J). 

Early in the history of computational complexity re
source bounded notions of Kolmogorov complexity were 
studied [Har83, Lon90, Lon86]. In particular Sipser [Sip83] 
introduced a new version of resource bounded Kolmogorov 
complexity, CD complexity, where one considers the size 
of the smallest program that accepts the given string and no 
others. 

Sipser showed that one can approximate the size of sets 
using CD complexity with random advice and then used this 
to show that BPP ~ PH. 

In particular he shows the following theorem: 

Theorem 1 [Sip83] For any A Sn there exists a string r, 
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lrl ::; p(n) for p some polynomial, such that for all x E 

A'.Sn: CDp,A.s;n (x I r) :S log(l!A'.Sn!!) + O(log(n)). 

Note that this is almost tight since by simple counting there 
has to be a string x E A'.Sn such that its time unbounded 
Kolmogorov complexity, C(x) ;::: log(!!ASn!I). Theorem 1 
has one drawback and that is !he requirement of the polyno
mial size random advice string r. Is it possible to eliminate 
this advice string r? 

Buhrman and Fortnow [BF97] prove that this is possible 
at the cost of a factor of 2: 

Theorem 2 [BF97] For any AS" and for all x E A Sn : 
A<n 

CDP, - (x) ::; 2 log(!!A'.S"ll) + O(log(n)) for some poly-
nomial p. 

In many applications of resource bounded Kolmogorov 
complexity it is desirable to have Theorem 2 without the 
factor of 2. See for example [BF97] and [BT98] for appli
cations of Theorem 2. In both papers Theorem 2 is used to 
estimate the size of sets in P and a lot of additional work 
is needed to deal with the factor of 2. Therefore Fortnow 
and Laplante attempt to remove it. They almost succeed in 
doing this and show that the factor of 2 can be removed for 
all but a small faction of the strings in A Sn: 

Theorem 3 [FL98] For all but an E fraction of the x in 
A_Sn, CDp,A:s" (x)::; log(l!ASn!I) + (log(7))0(l) for some 
polynomial p. 

In this paper we show that in general the factor of 2 can not 
be avoided and that Theorem 2 is optimal. We show that for 
any n there is a set B ~ {O, l}n, !!BI! > 2fl(nJ, and a string 
x 0 E B such that covoly,B(x0) ;::: 2 log(!IBI!). To this end 
we employ a combinatorial lemma that gives a bound on the 
size of k-cover free families [DR82]. 

In contrast to !his we also show that for "random" sets 
R ~ {O, 1 }" the factor of 2 is not necessary and for all 
x E R : CDp,R :S log(!!R!!) + O(log(n)). By "random" 
we mean the following. We take a string y, of length dn 
with high Kolomogorov complexity (C(y) ;::: !y!) and chop 
it up into d strings of length n. These strings will !hen form 
R, which will have cardinality d. This leads to a somewhat 
strange situation since the set B, used to show that the factor 



of 2 is necessary, turns out to be a subset of such a "random" 
setR. 

We then proceed by asking for which versions of CD 
complexity the factor of 2 is necessary. For NP n coNP
complexity we show that the factor of 2 in general is still 
necessary but for E~-complexity it can be removed. 

2 Preliminaries 

We use basic concepts and notation from computa
tional complexity theory texts like Balcazar, Dfaz, and 
Gabarr6 [BDG88] and Kolmogorov complexity from the 
excellent book by Li and Vitanyi [LV93]. We use Jxl to 
represent the length of a string x and JJAJJ to represent the 
number of elements in the set A. All of the logarithms are 
base 2. 

Formally, we define the Kolmogorov complexity func
tion C(xJy) by C(xJy) = minp{JpJ : U(p,y) = x} 
where U is some fixed universal deterministic Turing ma
chine. We define unconditional Kolmogorov complexity by 
C(x) = C(xJE). 

A few basic facts about Kolmogorov complexity: 

• The choice of U affects the Kolmogorov complexity 
by at most an additive constant. 

• For some constant c, C(x) ~ JxJ + c for every x. 

• For every n and every y, there is an x such that Jxl = n 
and C(xJy) ~ n. 

We will also use time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity. 
Fix a fully time-computable function t(n) ~ n. We define 
the ct(xJy) complexity function as 

ct(xJy) = minv{IPI :U(p,y) = x and U(p) runs 
in at mostt(Jxl + Jyl) steps}. 

As before we let ct(x) = Ct(xJE). A different universal 
U may affect the complexity by at most a additive constant 
and the time by a log t factor. 

While the usual Kolmogorov complexity asks about the 
smallest program to produce a given string, we may also 
want to know about the smallest program to distinguish a 
string. While this difference affects the unbounded Kol
mogorov complexity by only a constant it can make a dif
ference for the time-bounded case. Sipser [Sip83] defined 
the distinguishing complexity cot by 

cnt(xJy) = minp 

(1) U(p, x, y) accepts. 
JpJ (2) U(p, z, y) rejects for all z =f. x. 

(3) U(p, z, y) runs in at most t(Jzl + JyJ) 
steps for all z E E*. 
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Fix a universal nondeterministic Turing machine U'. 
We define the nondeterministic distinguishing complexity 
CNDt by 

(1) U'(p,x,y) accepts. 
!PI (2) U' (p, z, y) rejects for all z =f. x. 

(3) U'(p,z,y) runs in at most t(JzJ + JyJ) 
steps for all z E E*. 

Once again we let CNDt(x) = CNDt(xJ1;). 
We can also allow for relativized Kolmogorov complex

ity. For example for some set A, cot,A(xJy) is defined as 
above except that the universal machine U has access to A 
as an oracle. Similarly we define NP n coNP-complexity as 
cot,NPncoNP(x I y) and:E~-complexityascnt,E~(x I y), 
where the universal machine has access to some set in 
NP n coNP, or Ef respectively. 

3 Random Sets 

In Section 4 we will prove that Theorem 2 is optimal and 
that the factor of 2 can not be removed. In contrast to this we 
will show in this section that for a certain kind of "random" 
set the factor of 2 from Theorem 2 can be removed. First 
we will define what we mean by a "random" set. 

Definition 1 Fix n. For any d ~ 2n/5, let y be a 
string of length dn such that C(y) 2: dn. Chop y into 
d parts of length n, and set R = {y1 ... Yn} U ... U 

{Y(d-1)n+1 ... Ydn}· We will call such a set R random. 

Theorem 4 For any n let R be a random set with d el
ements of length n such that log(log( d)) > 3. For all 
x E R : CJ)P•R(x) ~ log(d) + O(log(n)), for p some 
polynomial. 

Proof: Let x E R. The idea is to use the first log( d) bits 
ax = x1 ... x1og(d) of x as a description for x. The first 
log( d) bits do not have to describe x uniquely since there 
may be other strings in R that start with a.,. We will show 
(see Claim 5) however that there are at most log(d) + 0(1) 
strings in R that start with a.,. These strings, including x, 
thus form a set Sa. CR with !Sa. I ~ log(d) + 0(1). Note 
that given a,,,, we can check in polynomial time whether 
z E Sa. since z E Sa,, iff [z1 ... ZJog(d} = aa: and z E R]. 
We can thus use Theorem 2 to describe x E Sa. using at 
most 2log (log(i)) + O(log(n)) = O(log(n)) additional 
bits. This means a total description oflog(d) + O(log(n)) 
bits. 

It remains to be shown that there are only few strings in 
R that start with a"': 



Claim 5 II Sa, II :S log(d) + 0(1) 

We use the fact that R was constructed from an incompress
ible stringy of length dn. Suppose that there are k > log( d) 
strings in R that start with a,,. We will show how to de
scribe y with fewer than dn bits contradicting the fact that 
C(y) :,::: dn. We describe y as follows: 

1. a,, with log( d) bits. 

2. x 1 , ... ,xk E Sa,, using kn - k log(d) bits. 

3. k pointers in y to where x1, ... , xk are. 

4. The rest of y in ( d - k )n bits. 

Let's estimate the number of bits needed for point 3 in this 
description. We need to give an index in the ensemble of 
(~) possible positions. That costs log((~)) many bits. Since 

(~) :::; ( ekd)k, this costs less thank log(d) - k log(k) + 2k 
bits. Hence the total amount of bits in this description (point 
1+2 + 3 + 4) is: dn + log(d) + 2k - k log(k) which is less 
than dn if k > log( d) and log(log( d)) > 3. D 

4 The Lower Bound 

In this section we will prove that Theorem 2 is optimal 
and that the factor of 2 can not be removed. We will use a 
combinatorial lemma on the size of families of sets that are 
called k-cover free. 

Definition 2 A family of sets :F is k-cover-jree if for any 
sets Fo, ... , Fk E :F, Fo <Z; u:=1 F;. 

Let m(:F) denote the size of the universe from which the 
elements are taken, that is, m(:F) = llUFEFFll- We will 
need the following bound on k-cover-free families. 

Lemma 1 [DR82] If :Fis a family containing N sets, k-
;,,. d N k3 ( -r) k2 log N fi cover-J' ee, an > , then m .r :,::: Z log k+c, or some 

constant c. 

Similar bounds can be found in the literature [Fiir96, RC96, 
Rus94]. The paper by Fiiredi [Fiir96] has the most accessi
ble proof. 

We are now ready to prove our lower bound on the lan
guage compression problem. 

Theorem 6 There exist constants c1 and c2 such that for 
any polynomial time bound t(n) and for all sufficiently 
large input length n and all r the following holds. Let 
B <;; {O, l}n be a set with r elements such that for all 
x,y E Bitholdsthatet(x I y) > 2log(r)+log(t(n))+c1. 

Then there exists A <;; B of size ir113l for which at least 
some x EA has CDp,A(x) > 2 log(llAllJ - c2. 
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Proof: Let n be a large enough input size and let k = 
rr113 l - 1 determine a set size. Let P = {P1 , P2, ... , Pm} be 
the set that contains all the polynomial-time programs that 
run in time t such that IPi I :::; 2 log( k + 1) - c2 . The constant 
c2 will be determined later. 

Assume for a contradiction that for any set A c B, 
llAll = k+ 1 it is the case that CDt,A(x) :S 2 log(k+ l)-c2 
via a program in P. We want to first make the claim that on 
input x E A any CDA program from P only queries x and 
no other string from A. We will show that this is true in the 
next two lemmata. 

Lemma 2 For any x E A, and any program p E P, if 
p{x}(x) accepts thenp{x}uA(x) = pA(x) accepts. 

Proof: Assume p{x}(x) accepts, but p{x}uA(x) rejects. 
Then p must query some stringy in A. Therefore et (y Ix) :::; 
log(t(n))+2log(k+l)+O(l):::; 2log(r)+log(t(n))+c1 

where t(n) bounds the number of queries made by p and 
c1 is chosen appropriately. This contradicts the assumption 
that ct(y Ix)> 2log(r) + log(t(n)) + C1. D 

Lemma 3 For any x E A <;; B, and any program p E P, if 
p{x}uA(x) accepts thenp{x}(x) accepts. 

Proof: Assume pfx}uA(x) accepts, but p{x}(x) rejects. 
Then as above, there is a y in A such that et (yjx) :S 
log( t ( n)) + 2 log( k + 1) + c1 , a contradiction. D 

To continue the proof of the theorem, consider the fol
lowing set family. For every x in B, 

F,, = {i: p}"'}(x) accepts}. 

Set :F = {F,, I x E B}. The family :F contains llBll = r 
sets. We claim that it is k-cover-free. Consider any sets 
F;, 0 , ••• ,Fxk in the family, and let A= x 0 , ... ,xk. Let 
Pi E p be the ent,A program for Xo. By Lemma 3, 
i E F;,0 • On the other hand, i cannot be in LJ7=i F;, be
cause by Lemma 2, pf accepts only xo. 

Th , f' ( ,,-) k 2 log(llBllJ h · 1 ( ( -r)) ere ore m .r :,::: 21og(k)+c, tat 1s, og m .r :,::: 

2log(JIAll) + log(log(llBll)) - log(log(JIAll)) - 0(1). For 
suitable choice of c2 this contradicts the fact that log( m) :::; 
2 log(JIAll) - c2. D 

Corollary 1 For every polynomial time bound p and any 
sufficiently large n there exist sets A <;; B <;; { 0, 1} n 

1. llBJI < 2n/lO and JJAJJ > 2n/5o. 

2. :Ix E A=n: Cl)P•A(x) 2". 2log(llAJI) - 0(1). 

3. \::Jx E B=n: Cl)P,B(x) :S log(llBll) + O(log(n)). 

Proof: Take Ba random set (see definition 1) with the right 
values of n and r = llBll such that plugging it into Theo
rem 6 with the correct cardinality of A yields item 2. Item 3 



then follows from Theorem 4 and the fact that B is a ran
dom set. D 

It turns out that the proof of Theorem 6 also works for 
NP n coNP-complexity. 

Corollary 2 For every polynomial time bound p and any 
sufficiently large n there exists A ~ {O, l}n with llAll > 
2n/5o such that 3x E A : CDp,(NPncoNP)A (x) ~ 

2log(JIAll) - 0(1). 

Proof: An oracle in (NP n coNP) A is modeled by two lin
ear time NP-predicates Mf and M.f such that for all x ex
actly one of the two predicates accepts and the other rejects: 
[Mf (x) accepts and Mf (x) rejects] or [Mf(x) rejects and 
Mf (x) accepts]. 

In order to let Theorem 6 go through for NP n coNP
complexity we only have to make sure that Lemma 2 and 3 
work when the programs p E P have access to an (NP n 
coNP)A oracle. First we slightly change the definition of B 
and require that for all x, y E B, C(x I y) ~ 2 log(r) + 
O(log(t(n))) + 0(1). 

The statement of Lemma 2 becomes: For any x E A s;; 
B, and any program p E P, if p(Mi,M2J{•} (x) accepts 

then p{M,,M2 l{•}uA (x) accepts. Suppose this is not true, 
then there has to be a query that was answered differently 
by (M1,M2 ){a:} than by (M1,M2 )A. Let q be the first 
such query. Note that q can be described with log(t(n)) 

bits from x and a description of p. Suppose that M{"'} (q) 
accepts and Mf (q) rejects; the other case is similar but 
then M 2 plays the role of M 1 . Since M 1 changes from 
accept to reject this has to be because of a string in A. 
Moreover it has to be a string y in A queried on the left

most accepting path of M}"'} (x). Hence we can describe y 
with an additional log(t(n)) bits contradicting the fact that 
C(y I x) ~ 2 log(r) + O(log(t(n))) + 0(1). 

Lemma 3 is proven in a similar way. D 

The point is that although non-deterministic machines 
can query every string in oracle A of length n they can 
not change from an accepting state to a rejecting state when 
the string we add or remove from A is random. Note that 
a non-deterministic machine can change from a rejecting 
state to an accepting state if we add a random string to the 
oracle. This is the reason why we only are able to prove a 
lower bound for NP n coNP-complexity and not for CND
complexity. 

5 Upper bounds with oracles 

Our goal is to close the gap between the lower and upper 
bounds for the language compression problem. In particu
lar, we would like to find the weakest possible oracle with 
respect to which the log(JIAll) bound can be obtained. We 
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obtain that log(llAJI) log2 (llA~n2 ) queries to a :E~·A oracle 
suffice. 

Theorem 7 There is a polynomial time bound t such that 
t Ep,A 

for any set A ~ {O, l}'t, and any x E A, CD' 2 (x) s 
log(llAll)+O(log(n)). Furthermore the CD program makes 
log( II All) log2 (11Alln2 ) queries to the oracle. 

Proof: The proof uses a construction from [BF97]. 

This construction hinges on the following fact: 

Proposition 1 [BF97] For any set A of size k of strings of 
length n, there is a set of primes P = {Pt, ···:Piog{k)}. with 
Pi $ kn2 such that for any x E A, there exists a prime 
Pi E P such that for any other y E A, x =ft. y (mod Pi)· 

Buhrman and Fortnow use this fact to show that for any 
x EA, CDP01Y·A(x) 5 2log(~AJI) + O(log(n)), by encod
ing the prime and the modulus that corresponds to x. 

Using a :E~,A-oracle, we can compute the appropriate 
prime and omit its encoding, and encode only the modulus. 

This gives us that CDpoly,E~·A (x) $ log(llAll) +O(log(n)). 
We now give the details. 

For any set A s;; En, define the language Good A to be 
the set of strings P encoding primes Pt, ···Pm· where m = 
log( II All) as follows: 

Good A= {P J 'Vx, y EA :3p; E P: x ;j. y (mod Pi)} 

Observe that GoodA E Ilf'A since the existential quantifier 
ranges over at most n indices in P. 

We define the auxiliary language GoodPrefixA to be 

GoodPrefixA = {x I :3y: xy E GoodA}. 

It is easy to see that GoodPrefixA E E~,A. 
To compute the lexicographically least P = Pi, . ··Pm E 

Good A, it is enough to make log k log kn 2 queries to 
Good A: the ith query gives us the ith bit of the lexicograph
ically smallest P = p 1 , ···Pm. in the usual way. 

The description for an x E A then is an index i in 
the lexicographically smallest P such that for all other 
y E A : x -=/=. y (mod Pi) and the value x mod Pi· 
The CD program for x E A is as follows: On input z, 
first, compute the lexicographically least P = Pt, ···Pm E 
Good A. The index i of a prime "good" for x is given, and 
the modulus x mod Pi is also given. Compute z mod Pi 
and compare with x mod Pi· Accept if and only of they 
are identical. The length of the program is bounded by 
log(log(k)) + log(kn2 ) + 0(1). D 



6 Open Problems 

We have shown that the factor of 2 in the language com
pression problem for CDpo!y,NPncoNP is necessary. Further
more we showed that with the help of a :E~ oracle we can 
avoid the factor of 2. For which versions of CD complexity 
can we avoid the factor of 2? In particular is this possible 
for CNIY'01Y? 

Our lower bound also shows that the theorem of Laplante 
and Fortnow, achieving optimal compression for all but an 
E fraction of the strings, is the best we can in general hope 
for. What is the optimal tradeoff between E and the bound 
for the language compression problem? 
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